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   Background: Tele rehabilitation is a growing concern in Bangladesh nowadays. About 80% of 

Bangladeshi resides in countryside with unequal distribution of physicians and healthcare facilities 

and most of them are from poor household. Thus the health outcomes for people living in rural 

locations are generally worse than urban areas. In these circumstances telemedicine could be the best 

way as it can provide better health care by using maximum utilization of limited resources. The study 

attempts to know the experience of parents of children with autism spectrum disorder regarding the 

tele rehabilitation services in schools of children with autism during COVID- 19.  

Aim: To identify experience of parents of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder    regarding 

the tele- rehabilitation service in the schools of children with autism during COVID-19. 

Methods: A qualitative study design was used. The data have been collected by semi-structured 

open ended questionnaire through in-depth interview. About six participants were selected by using 

snowball sampling from the parents of autism children list who received tele rehabilitation service 

in COVID- 19. Data has been analyzed by Qualitative thematic analysis.  

Results: From the findings of the research it is seen that, Practical therapy session was more 

benefited rather than tele rehabilitation services. Satisfaction of parents are influenced by Tele 

rehabilitation service are less benefited for autism children. Engaging in home base therapeutic 

activity to follow tele rehab services guideline this time participants are  ensure faces some barrier.  

Conclusions: Results of this study indicate that, majority telehealth receivers are interested to take 

practical session but need assurance of service betterment in future. This study will be effective for 

rural area people rather than urban areas to improve their knowledge. 

Keywords: Tele -rehabilitation, Autism spectrum disorder, Communication, Technology, Internet, 

Tele medicine, School based activity, Parents experience.
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1.1 Background 

 
 Telehealth refers to the use of information technology in health care. Telehealth consists 

of multiple types of electronically-based software, hardware, health service providers as 

well as health care services and characterized by the transmission of health-related 

information through communication technologies such as telephone or mobile phone, 

internet related services such as video conference, Skype interview, high frequency 

broadband connection, health software (Brodie, n.d). Furthermore, nowadays health 

promotion all over the world through cell phone applications has increased dramatically 

(Bert, Giacometti & Silly 2014). However, in case of preventive and curative aspects of 

health services it has numerous impacts as well. Telehealth program designed to improve 

the services of and communication not only between healthcare providers but also 

enhanced communication between healthcare providers and patients living in the rural and 

remote areas of a country who cannot afford to come to the city for treatment for various 

reasons including poverty, communication problem, cultural barrier, lack of transportation 

and so on by prescribing, distance education and electronic medical records. It is an 

umbrella term for several applications of medical care, treatment and medical education 

carried out from a distance, poses a possible solution to these challenges (Mengual, 2012). 

Telemedicine has a variety of applications including critical care monitoring, telemedicine 

procedures/surgery, robotics, disease surveillance and program tracking, disaster 

management and continuing medical education and public awareness (Acharya & Rai, 
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2017).Telemedicine has perceived usefulness in terms of follow up examinations where it 

could be conducted without  

The need for the patient to travel, thereby increasing patient comfort and lowering 

expenditures (Natelie, 2015). Besides 2 of inconvenient and disruptive, travelling to access 

healthcare involves costs for time off work, transport and accommodation and most 

importantly, the need to travel for healthcare may result in delays for diagnosis and 

treatment, which can negatively affect health outcomes (Natelie, 2015; Perez, 2012). 

Telemedicine technologies have been proven to work, and are considered to be a viable 

option in future healthcare delivery, allowing healthcare organizations to provide care in a 

more economic and comprehensive way (Zamboni & Wootton, 2012). Bangladesh is a 

country with thousands of villages and towns. About 80% of Bangladeshi population lives 

in rural areas where the unequal distribution of physicians and healthcare providers is a 

common picture. In addition, the number of formally qualified registered Health Care 

Providers is 7.7 per 10,000 populations (Rahman & Hossain, 2016). Unsurprisingly, health 

outcomes for people living in rural locations of Bangladesh are generally worse than urban 

areas. According to Bangladesh bureau of statistic (2015), the crude death rate in rural area 

of Bangladesh is 5.6 whereas in urban area the rate is only 4.1. This is largely because 

people living in such locations do not have the same level of access to healthcare. 

Moreover, most of the doctors are city based. Technology can improve the accessibility, 

quality and breadth of patient data and more information about patients in an effectively 

tailored and comprehensive way (Snyder et al, 2011). Telemedicine can also improve the 

sustainability of health systems by reducing strain on primary care services. Remote 

monitoring of patients can help prevent unnecessary use of time and resource as well as 
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encourage preventative health activities (Lemon, 2016). There are several organizations 

that provide services for people with disabilities in Bangladesh but yet it is insufficient.  A 

multidisciplinary team consists of Neurosurgeon, General Physician, Physiotherapist, 

Occupational Therapist, Speech & Language Therapist, Counselor and Nurse attempts to 

provide treatment to the people with disabilities through telehealth services and every 

month about 20-30 patients with different disabilities get benefited. The treatment session 

is done by video conference; Skype software and service is provided twice a week (Monday 

& Wednesday). Initially patients’ were treated free of cost but now service charge has set 

as taka 150 (Mohsina, Personal communication, 5 th March, 2018). Though the 

telemedicine service was mainly established to serve the patients with spinal cord injury of 

distinct part of countryside and for follow up purpose only but later on CRP began to serve 

all kind of disability including musculoskeletal, neurological, Speech difficulties etc 

(Mohsina, Personal communication, 5th March, 2018). As patients may influence the way 

telehealth services are delivered, it is imperative to understand patient awareness and 

perceptions of telehealth in order to develop the existence services as well as to know about 

the acceptability and adoptability of telehealth services to the community. On top of that, 

providers’ perceptions play an important role in successful provision and implementation 

of the service as well. 

Tele rehab is an evaluation, preventative, consultative, and therapeutic services delivered 

through tele -communication and information technologies (Nessa et al., 2020). 

Teleconference used to interact with patients for provided therapy included: physical 

therapy, occupational therapy, speech and language therapy etc.  Therapy session can be 

run individually or group session.  The guideline was to delivery some types of therapy 
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that could include sensory integrate ,fine motor skills, gross motor skills, social 

communication, video gaming, group exercise, play activity, school based activity, home 

base therapy guideline etc. (Sara et al., 2017).Sara Benham Et AL. (2017) completed a 

study about exploration of the effect of tele rehabilitation of the school based settings at 

risk youth. The aim of the study the researcher introduce the timecco program to the school 

one year prior to the initiation of the study. The researcher reported positive result to use 

tele rehab with timecco program. Crane Et al. (2021) completed a study about views of the 

parents of autistic children autism and schools for autistic children in Bangladesh. The 

researcher reported result 1% of people is affected by autism disorder a since 2000, but 

now a days around 3,000 children are suffering from autism.    Rehana Parvin (2018) 

described a study about perception of patients and providers about telehealth services in 

Centre for the Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP).A total of 72 patients and 20 providers 

took part in the study. The researcher reported the result in Bangladesh majority of the 

population reside in village are from poor households so telehealth service is a unique and 

relatively new fact for Bangladeshi population. But 20- 30 patient was benefited to get tele 

rehab services with different disabilities.  Bangladesh telemedicine services officially 

emerged in the year 1999 but its journey was quite smooth as expected till now (Nessa et 

al.2014). Tele- rehab service provider and receiver using a widely available personal device 

with internet and video capability, such as a laptop or smartphone, the therapist and client 

are able to engage in the virtual equivalent of face to face therapy. Most of the people 

introduced with tele- rehab in pandemic situation and this time tele- rehab service play their 

major role for any activity purpose. They are described tele- technology has the potential 

to address some of the limitations of in person arrangements, specifically the immediacy 
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of feedback in clinical supervision and the adherence to family centered models of care in 

early intervention  (Washington et al.,2020). In Chicago, Murphy and others (2019) 

conducted the research and they were reported forty-four percent of parents reported low 

satisfaction with their children’s therapy services during the pandemic. Access to telehealth 

positively predicted overall satisfaction and satisfaction with the family-provider 

partnership, whereas receiving school-based therapies negatively predicted overall 

satisfaction and satisfaction with the family-provider partnership. Chantal and others 

(2020) described about Telehealth is being rapidly adopted by physical and occupational 

therapists in pediatrics as a strategy to maintain services during the COVID-19 crisis. This 

perspective presents a mix of theoretical and practice perspectives to support the 

implementation of telehealth. Although research evidence is just emerging, there is 

sufficient indication to believe telehealth is effective. However, which telehealth strategies 

are best for which children and families, and which intervention goals, are not yet clear. In 

the literature, there are common themes regarding the experiences and perceptions of 

individuals who participated in a telehealth program. Individuals from various age groups 

and populations found that it was a positive and effective service that helped to address 

barriers to care (Gardner et al., 2016). Benefits identified by participants included the 

following themes: it was straightforward, it increased access to healthcare, it improved self-

management, it reduced costs, it allowed for flexibility of scheduling, and it reduced travel 

time (Ash burner, Bickerstaff, Beetge, & Copley, 2016).Occupational therapists can use 

telehealth in many settings, including: pediatrics, health and wellness, mental health, 

rehabilitation, ergonomics, disability, and geriatrics (Cason et al., 2013). In these settings, 

evidence has highlighted the effectiveness of the service in terms of outcomes; it is equal 
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to, if not more effective than, traditional in-person therapy (Cason, 2014). In addition to 

benefits of telehealth, this emerging practice can also alleviate provider shortages, decrease 

cost, and allow for care to take place in the natural environment of the family (Zylstra, 

2013). There is also clear support for telehealth as a service delivery in pediatric 

intervention (Little, Wallisch, Pope  & Dunn, 2018; Zylstra, 2013).  The student researcher 

has reviewed some literature and identify maximum researcher completed their study about 

perception of parent’s tele rehab program benefits and   parent’s perception about school 

based activity etc. But no research on experience of parents of children with autism 

spectrum disorder (ASD) about tele- rehabilitation service.so the student researcher was 

focus on the topic of experience of parents of children with autism spectrum disorder 

(ASD) regarding the tele- rehabilitation service in the schools of  children with autism 

during COVId-19.

1.2 Justification of the Study 

 

In Bangladesh, majority of the populations reside in village areas and are from poor 

households. Telemedicine is a unique and relatively new facet in Bangladesh to reach 

these deprived and unprivileged citizens. In Bangladesh telemedicine service officially 

emerged in the year 1999 but its journey was not quite smooth as expected till now. From 

the beginning, telehealth services provided by CRP has an important role in rural and 

remote areas with limited access to and availability of healthcare and community-based 

services and has been persistently trying to provide the patients with more accessible 

advanced facilities. This study may help to evaluate the current service pattern as well as 

the future needs. Besides, patient and providers perception are considered as an important 

step in the evaluation of telemedicine services, as their acceptability and satisfaction are 
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relevant to any potential roll out of these services and commonly used indicators for 

measuring quality in health care. In addition, success of any system depends on user 

acceptance. Thus the finding of study could help to determine the acceptance level of 

telemedicine services. Moreover, worldwide several studies have conducted focused 

mainly on the perspectives of health care providers and policymakers as well as 

perceptions of health care consumers but in Bangladesh comparatively fewer studies were 

conducted regarding this concern more specifically on patients with multidisciplinary 

needs. Though telehealth shows significant promise as an intervention to improve 

healthcare and health care outcomes but as a fairly new concept of healthcare, more 

research is needed on the efficacy of telehealth, providers and patient’s perceptions. All 

the patients and providers of this study are socially discriminated and physically impaired. 

Therefore, every task is challenging for them. Telemedicine can benefit both the 

practitioner as well as the patient, but less is known in relation to financial benefit for 

both the provider and the patient. This study will explore the limitations and barriers of 

the existence telehealth service perceived by the consumers which will ultimately help to 

develop this service and implement successfully by overcoming the issues all over the 

country. The feedback from this survey would be helpful to improve existing 

telemedicine care and bridge the gap wherever required. The ideas presented can be used 

as reference data for carrying new research. Moreover, the researcher can verify the 

accuracy of the information mentioned in the study and will provide ideas for a related 

study. 
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1.3 Operational Definition/ Definition of Key Words 

 

Perception: The way in which something is regarded, understood, or interpreted. It 

a belief or opinion held by individual and based on how things seem. 

 Participant: A person under health care. The person may be waiting for this care 

or may be receiving it or may have already received it. 

 Provider: Any individual, institution, or agency that provides health services to 

health care consumers. 

Telehealth/ Telemedicine: Use of electronic information and telecommunications 

technologies to support and promote long-distance clinical health care, patient and 

professional health-related education, public health and health administration. 

Technologies include videoconferencing, the internet, store-and-forward imaging, 

streaming media, and terrestrial and wireless communications. 

Acceptance: Positive welcome and belonging; favor and endorsement of something. 

Communication: The imparting or exchanging of information by speaking, 

writing, or using some other medium.  

Collaboration: The act of working together with other people or organizations to 

create or achieve something. 

Multidisciplinary team : Professionals from a range of disciplines with different 

but complementary skills, knowledge and experience work together to deliver 

comprehensive healthcare aimed at providing the best possible outcome for the 

physical and psychosocial needs of a patient. 

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD): Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a 

neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by deficits in social communication and 
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the presence of restricted interests and repetitive behaviors (Morris & Cox, 2017.

1.4 Research Question 

How the experience of parents of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder regarding the 

tele- rehabilitation service in the selected schools of children with autism during COVID-

19? 

1.5 Research Aim 

To identify experience of parents of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) 

regarding the tele- rehabilitation service in the schools of children with autism during 

COVID-19. 

1.6 Research Objectives 

• To find out the experience of parent’s about benefits of tele- rehab service. 

• To find out the parent’s experience about importance of tele- rehab occupational 

therapy service. 

• To find out the parent’s experience about challenges or barriers of tele – rehab 

service. 

• To find out the parent’s recommendation about regarding the tele- rehab service 

improvement. 
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The researcher has reviewed some literature related to her research work on Google, 

PubMed, Google scholar etc. In this section, the researcher provides some information of 

related research with short overview of these literature. The researcher do the study to 

identify experience of parents of children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) regarding 

the tele rehabilitation in schools of children with autism during COVID-19. Because no 

study has been done on this topics in Bangladesh. The researcher reviewed some literature 

to identify the result of this study about how to effectively used tele rehabilitation in 

pandemic situation and how much importance of tele rehabilitation for autism spectrum 

children ASD). 

Several studies were conducted worldwide to find out the patients and providers perception 

regarding telehealth or telemedicine. Most of studies revealed that patients’ perception 

showed a high level of acceptability of telemedicine services though literature with mixed 

finding are also remarkable (Polanski et al, 2015; Becevic et al, 2015). According to a study 

by Claudia et al (2016) patient perception is an important step in the evaluation of 

telemedicine services, as patient acceptability and satisfaction are relevant to any potential 

roll out of these services and commonly used indicators for measuring quality in health 

care. A recent study by Acharya & Rai (2017) showed that telemedicine in healthcare could 

prove to be useful to patients in distant regions and to rural doctors in India. In addition it 

states that, a significant proportion of patients in these remote locations could be 

productively managed with some advice and guidance from specialists and super 

specialists in the cities and towns with the help of telemedicine. Another review of patients 

 CHAPTER II: Literature Review 
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and providers satisfaction with telemedicine done by Robert Gracia and Olayela Adelakun 

(2017) states that, stakeholders satisfaction is the main factor regarding telemedicine 

acceptance and adaptation. However satisfaction does tend to remain high for both patients 

and providers but there are slight differences in the average satisfaction rates. On the other 

hand, patients satisfaction is associated with telemedicine modality, for instance video 

conferencing is more acceptable to the patients rather than other type of telehealth modality 

(Kruse et al, 2017). 

Novae’s, (2020) defined ‘Tele rehab is an evaluation, preventative, consultative, and 

therapeutic services delivered through tele- communication and information technologies’. 

In other studies Pramuka, (2009) said that ‘Tele-communication used to interact with 

patients for provided therapy included: physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech and 

language therapy etc.’ 

So both researcher provided similar information about tele- rehabilitation service. And its 

information more relevant to my research. 

Uses of tele-Rehab service 

In Washington, Betting and others (2020) conducted the research about uses of tele 

technology and how much factor related with tele- rehabilitation services. They are find 

out some factor used for conduct the program such as: Zoom, goggle meet, 

videoconferencing, Facebook live etc. Most of the technology and related factor to use for 

tele- rehabilitation service in urban area. They are find out most of the factor not available 

in rural area for low speed network connection. So tele rehabilitation service mainly less 

effective for rural area people. Tele- rehab service provider and receiver using a widely 

available personal device with internet and video capability, such as a laptop or 
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smartphone, the therapist and client are able to engage in the virtual equivalent of face to 

face therapy. Most of the people introduced with tele- rehab in pandemic situation and this 

time tele- rehab service play their major role for any activity purpose. They are described 

tele- technology has the potential to address some of the limitations of in person 

arrangements, specifically the immediacy of feedback in clinical supervision and the 

adherence to family centered models of care in early intervention . 

In Chicago, Murphy and others (2019) described the research about impact of covid-19 on 

tele- rehab therapy service and related factor of tele – rehabilitation service. This study 

design there were 207 parents of children with disabilities who completed a web-based 

survey about their children’s access to tele rehabilitation service during covid-19. There 

were use technology of high speed network related device such as: laptop, smartphone and 

used factors of zoom, goggle meet, videoconferencing etc. they are  identified forty – four 

percent participant are less satisfaction to use this service . Because all of the parent’s 

reported this service was more costly, waste time, poor network connection, loss for 

therapy service etc. And this service was new things for all of the parents so they are not 

know how to properly use this technology .so they are reported tele rehab service less 

effective rather than practical school based service for their children with autism in 

pandemic situation. 

In Bangladesh, Parvin, (2018) described a study about perception of patients and providers 

about telehealth services in Centre for the Rehabilitation of the Paralyzed (CRP).A total of 

72 patients and 20 providers took part in the study. The researcher reported the result in 

Bangladesh majority of the population reside in village are from poor households so 

telehealth service is a unique and relatively new fact for Bangladeshi population. But 20- 
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30 patient was benefited to get tele rehab services with different disabilities.  Bangladesh 

telemedicine services officially emerged in the year 1999 but its journey was quite smooth 

as expected till now (Nessa, 2014). 

In Bangladesh, Kumar (2016) described the study of how much people know about 

telehealth services. Result of this study: Bangladesh is a small development country with 

huge number of population .About 75% people live in rural areas so the survey result shows 

that 94.80% expert doctors, 74% local doctors, 91.42% patients and 80.32% pharmacy 

owners completely introduce telehealth services. This percent people just well know about 

tele-rehab service in Bangladesh. 

Betting and Murphy identified the used procedure of tele-technology and find out parent’s 

perception about tele- rehab services. So both are reported maximum parents share their 

perception negatively impact the tele-rehab service for their children in pandemic situation.  

Parvin and Kumar reported the result in Bangladesh majority of the population reside 

village so tele-health service is a unique and relatively new fact for Bangladesh population. 

Maximum percent of people well know about tele-rehabilitation service in Bangladesh. 

And all of the participant reported positive result to use tele-rehab service in pandemic 

situation. 

 So all of the information more relevant with my study purpose. 
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Importance of regarding tele- rehabilitation 

In US, Benham and others (2017) completed a study about exploration of the effect of tele 

rehabilitation of the school based settings at risk youth. The aim of the study the researcher 

introduce the timecco program to the school one year prior to the initiation of the study. 

The researcher reported positive result to use tele rehab with timecco program. The 

researcher reported positive improvement for both children to use tele-rehab play game 

service .Both children are felt enjoy for doing the activity and follow the instruction of 

therapist to use tele-rehab service. The researcher also reported tele-rehab service with 

game activity mostly improve the child’s behavioral skills. 

In Australia, Taylor and others (2014) conducted a study about effectiveness of tele-rehab 

service for Autism spectrum children (ASD). The Research is also required to determine 

in telehealth assessment, in order to design strategies to improve the uptake of telehealth 

services. The researcher founded positive result to use tele-rehab service and participant 

were reported tele-rehab service improved their communication skills and improve their 

knowledge .And the researcher found tele rehab service play their important role in health 

care settings and it was more available to access this service .Because tele- rehab of the 

importance of early intervention, more research is needed into the suitability of telehealth 

for preschool-aged children. 

Both researcher identified the regarding tele- rehab service play their important role in 

health care settings. Because tele – rehab service usually benefited for the participant and 

improve their knowledge about tele-rehab service. 

Satisfaction level of parents 

In Chicago, Murphy and others (2019) conducted the research and they were reported 
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forty-four percent of parents reported low satisfaction with their children’s therapy services 

during the pandemic. Access to telehealth positively predicted overall satisfaction and 

satisfaction with the family-provider partnership, whereas receiving school-based therapies 

negatively predicted overall satisfaction and satisfaction with the family-provider 

partnership. 

In  Iran, the researcher reported  this study The results showed that satisfaction level of 

parent’s are pretty satisfied with using tele-rehab and building relationships with 

child/family, compared to face-to-face practice, and did not reveal significant differences 

(P=0.146 and P=0.882, respectively). Also, the competence of satisfaction level of parents 

was good with tele- rehab service; however, higher competence was noted with face-to-

face practice, and the difference was statistically significant (r=0.165, P=0.018). 

Participant were reported they are satisfied to use tele- rehab service for their children 

because tele – rehab service provided home base therapeutic guideline and school based 

activity that’s was very important to manage Autism children at home in pandemic 

situation. So tele- rehab service provided effective guideline for improvement the 

participant knowledge about how to manage their children’s aggressive behavior at home 

(Akram, et.al .2021). 

1st researcher reported their study population of forty-four percent participant were low 

satisfied to use tele- rehab service because they are faced lots of challenges and barriers 

.some participant reported tele- rehab service break the children concentration rather than 

face to face service. 

2nd researcher reported the result of this study showed that satisfaction level of parent’s are 

pretty satisfied with using tele- rehab .Because participant reported this service very helpful 
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to buildup rapport with child\ family and therapist. So this service were very helpful to 

improve the children’s social interaction and communication skills.  

Inconvenience of tele- rehabilitation  

In Agustina Johnston and others (2019) reported a limitation of the study is that there may 

be technological issues such as: internet connectivity, computer literacy, or problems with 

the online communication platform itself. Participant were reported tele rehab service 

decrease their individual work schedule so they are not maintain proper time to take this 

service that’s why maximum time they were missed the service and faced difficulty to 

follow the therapist guideline for practicing at home .Because the children was more 

cooperative with therapist for doing school based activity but some children not interested 

to attend the session and parents were facing difficulty to manage the children for long time 

rather than practical session. And they are also noticed tele- rehab service given some 

guideline but not showing practically so parents were facing problem when follow the 

instruction after finish the session at home. 

 In Spanish, Yang (2021) conducted the study, this study participant also reported potential 

disadvantage of tele – rehab service. Participant noticed children’s Needs Physical 

Guidance and in-Person Socialization with Therapists Participants reported that telehealth 

may not meet the needs of children who need physical (i.e., Journal of Developmental and 

Physical Disabilities hands-on) guidance, and would not enable the child to develop social 

skills and foster rapport with the therapist. Participant reported their children get distracted 

and lack of attention in this session. Parent’s felt lack of confidence to implement this 

strategy. Because they are not trained about this service. This service were newly strategy 

for all of the participant. Parent’s Perceptions of Needed Logistical Items for Telehealth 
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service. And they are not access to the High-Speed Internet and Unlimited Data Plan and 

electronic device with related materials. 

So both research identified logically information of disadvantage of use tele-rehab service 

and reported participant perception about effect of tele-rehab service for their ASD 

children’s in pandemic situation. 

Here, after reviewing these literatures the researcher it’s seen that maximum study 

completed about parent’s perception of telehealth, school based tele-health, parent 

mediated training etc. The researcher will be compared to the reviewing literatures with 

her study topic. After that the researcher identify their has no research about experience of 

parents of children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) regarding the tele rehab service 

in schools of children with autism during COVID-19.   
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3.1 Research aim, objectives, and questions  

3.1.1 Research questions 

How the experience of parents of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) 

regarding the tele- rehabilitation service in the schools of children with autism during 

COVID-19? 

 3.1.2 Aim and objectives 

 Aim: 

To identify experience of parents of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) 

regarding the tele- rehabilitation service in the selected schools of children with autism 

during COVID-19. 

 Objective 

• To find out the experience of parent’s about benefits of tele- rehab service. 

• To find out the parent’s experience about importance of tele- rehab occupational 

therapy service. 

• To find out the parent’s experience about challenges or barriers of tele – rehab 

service. 

• To find out the parent’s recommendation about regarding the tele- rehab service 

improvement. 

 

CHAPTER III: Methodology 
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3.2 Research design 

Phenomenological approach of Qualitative research design was used for this study, because 

is helpful to find out the experience of people in particular settings and to understand this 

perspective. The researcher used this method to fulfil the aim and objective of the study. 

Phenomenological study design is best suited method to complete the study in the given 

period. In the qualitative study, phenomenological study design is incorporated with a 

focus on understanding the experience of phenomenon of the situation of participant’s 

experience about regarding the tele rehabilitation. This research design is used to know 

about the lived experience of the participants (Waters, 2017).  The aim of the research to 

identify the experience of parents of children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) 

regarding the tele- rehabilitation service in schools of children with autism during COVID- 

19. So, phenomenological study design will help the researcher to collect information from 

participant’s own experience about tele- rehabilitation services and to collect data 

accurately.  

 

 

3.3 Ethical considerations 

The researcher maintained ethical consideration in all aspect of the study. Before starting 

the study a formal project proposal was submitted to the department of occupational 

therapy and after verifying the proposal, permission was taken from Institutional Review 

Board (IRB) of BHPI to continue the study. The study was done through data from the 

respondents through interview. There was no physical or mental assault to the 

respondents. However, prior to interviewing the respondents, they were clearly explained 

about the aim of the data collection which is absolutely confidential. They had complete 
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freedom to be involved in the study because they were asked to give their opinions to or 

not to response to the inter viewers inquiry. So, there was seemingly and ethical 

implications. However ethical clearance was taken from ethical board of CRP by 

submitting the protocol of the present study. Informed consent was used to take 

permission from all participants. Participants’ rights and privileges were ensured. All the 

participants were aware about the aim and objectives of the study. Findings of the study 

were disseminated with the approval of regarding authority. 

3.4 Study setting 

The researcher was collect data from special needs school of Uttara SAND, Proyash and 

CRP outdoor they are provide tele-rehab service during COVId-19. 

3.5 Study Period 

The study was conducted from April 2021 to April, 2022. 

 3.6 Sampling and recruitment 

The researcher was use the snowball sampling for collect data to conduct the research. The 

researcher was use Exponentials Non-Discriminative Snowball Sampling: In this type, the 

first subject is recruited in the special schools of children with autism at Uttara SAND and 

then he/she provides multiple referrals. Each new referral then provides with more data for 

referral and so on, until there is enough number of subjects for the samples. After that the 

student researcher was call the participants to set a time for the interview and collect the 

data. 
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3.6.1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

Inclusion Criteria:    

• Parent’s (Mother or Father) who received the tele- rehab service from different 

special need schools during the pandemic in Bangladesh. 

• Parents who have received the service for at least one months. 

   3.6.2 Participant recruitment 

   The researcher selected 6 participants for collect data to conduct the research. 

  3.7 Data collection 

  3.7.1 Data collection method 

The research uses face to face interview with a semi structured for collect the data. With 

semi structured question, participants got more freedom to explain their opinions and that 

researcher could go out from the boundary of fixed question to understand their experience 

by asking related question. The researcher had conducted face to face interview by building 

up rapport with the participant first. Face to face interview helps the researcher to determine 

participants understanding of the questions by observing their facial expression. Before 

conducting the interview the researcher ensured the participant about the aim and objective 

of the study and also made him aware about the consent from of the research and took the 

permission. 

  Field test: 

 Before starting the data collection, the researcher conducted field test with two 

participants. The test had been performed to determine the difficulties existing in the 

question as well as the procedure of data collection. By this test, the researcher remodeled 

the question such as three of the questions were modified which was similar and two 
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additional questions had been added to the main analysis of question so that they could 

understand easily and provide the information clearly related to the study. During the 

interview, the researcher informed the participant about the aim and objective of the study 

also took written permission by consent form and the researcher maintained confidentiality. 

3.7.2 Interview guide 

 A. Self-developed question: A self-developed question was used in this study. This 

questions aimed to find out in depth information from the participants about the 

experience of parents of children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) regarding the tele 

rehabilitation services in school of autism children during COVID-19. A semi structured 

question in “Bangla” was used to collect information on experience of tele rehab service 

related variables such as time duration, number of session, educational status, therapeutic 

guideline, importance of tele rehab service, factors of tele rehab, and the limitation and 

barrier of telehealth service utilizations as well as the possible solution according to the 

users perspectives.. 

B. A phone recorder was used to record the interview of the participants.  

C. Pen, paper and clip board was used to write down observation notes. 

  3.8 Data analysis 

Researcher has used Qualitative thematic analysis to analyze the data of understanding 

about experience of parents of children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) regarding 

the tele- rehabilitation service in schools of autism children during Covid-19. In this type 

of analysis, coding and pattern of themes are derived from text data (Braun & Clarke, 

2006). At the first stage of data analysis the researcher transcribe the interview Bangla to 

English from Mp3 recorder. The researcher listened to recordings several times to 
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recognize what the participant wants to say in the interview. After the transcription of 

each data researcher again listened the recording to ensure the validity of data. Then the 

researcher organized the data according to each interview question related to objective. 

 

3.9 Trustworthiness 

The rigorous manner was maintained to demeanor the study. This study was conducted in 

a systemic way by next the steps of research under supervision of an experienced 

supervisor. During the interview session and analyzing data, never tried to influence the 

process by own value, perception and biases. Be accepted the answer of the questions 

whether they were of positive or negative impression. The participants’ information was 

coded accurately and checked by the supervisor to eliminate any possible errors. Try to 

keep all the participants’ related information and documents confidential. The semi-

structured question that is prepared by the researcher to conduct the interview, were piloted 

Question was translated into Bengali for better communication with the participants. After 

the each interview question were checked for possible error. 2 field surveys had been 

conducted by the researcher before going to the final data collection of the study. 
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Result and discussion are described in the same chapter because this is common 

practice in reporting on qualitative studies (Stephenson & Wiles 2000). The result has 

been analyzed by the data which is collected from the participant’s understanding and 

practical experiences. Whereas discussion is presented to make the store clear (Hissing 

et al., 2014). These understandings and experiences are regarding their understanding 

of well-being. The objective of the studies was to experience parents about the benefits 

of tele rehabilitation service during covid-19, to explore the importance of 

occupational therapy in tele rehabilitation service and the challenges of tele 

rehabilitation service. Collating the codes the researcher has generated four potential 

themes to express the overall story of the data. The study has resulted from five major 

themes. These areas are following: 

Theme 1: Practical therapy sessions more benefited rather than tele rehabilitation 

services. 

 

Theme 2:  occupational therapy tele rehabilitation plays an important role for autistic 

children during COVID-19. 

 

Theme 3: Faces lots of barriers to following tele rehabilitation service guidelines at 

home. 

 

Theme 4: Need more descriptive practical sessions to improve tele rehabilitation 

CHAPTER IV: Results and Discussion 
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service for the future. 

 

Theme 5:  Participants recommended rural area people are more benefited to take tele 

rehab services than urban area people. 

 

Now, these themes are discussed below- 

Theme 1: Practical therapy sessions more benefited rather than tele rehabilitation 

services. The research analysis has resulted in a general description of 06 participants 

with parents of autistic children and provided a background of understanding their 

experience about tele- rehab service they described what they think about what is tele- 

rehabilitation service tele rehabilitation perspective. This theme means that practical 

therapy sessions more benefited rather than tele- rehabilitation services. 

One study conducted the research and they were reported forty-four percent of parents 

reported low satisfaction with their children’s tele- rehabilitation therapy services during 

the pandemic ( Murphy, 2019).  Participants are reported tele- rehabilitation services are 

less important rather than practical therapy sessions. 

One participant said that, online services couldn’t provide same benefits rather than a 

practical session. Because it was difficult during lockdown to control the child in the 

home. So according to participants said that online service was not helpful for autistic 

children because always engaging the child with practical sessions is the best way for 

improving the child’s condition. (Table 1).  

Other participants added that, ‘online service does not show practically so that 

participants face problem to following the therapist guideline that’s why the practical 
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session is the best way for all of the time to maintain the child issues (Table 1). This 

means those participants want to include their experience about the importance of 

practical sessions rather than less effective tele rehabilitation services. They think 

practical therapy session is meaningful and promote well-being service. A study reported 

that the participants show their opinion about tele- rehab services. Participants are 

reported to ace to face practical therapy sessions was more benefitted rather than     tele-     

rehabilitation services (Sidra. 2021).’’ 

Another participant said, ‘‘my opinion tele- rehab service was not perfect for autism 

children because all of the children need practical sessions to improve their physical 

condition‟. This means performing all the activities has to be less satisfied by using tele- 

rehab service. So, one individual should have a less satisfactory performance to their tele- 

rehab services while engaging in it. A study claims that, the researcher noticed their study 

participant were was not satisfied to take the rehab services. Because participants are 

highly recommended tele- rehab services guidelines are less effective rather than practical 

therapy sessions for autistic children (Nazia, 2021).’’ 

Some participants mentioned that, being connected to an activity which is most important 

and meaningful to take practical therapy session‟. From their perspective, which therapy 

sessions are necessary and meaningful for their children to improve their health condition 

and engaged the children in schooling activity with face to face intervention. 
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 Table 1: Code and themes for objective 1: 

Objective 1               Coding Theme 

 

To find out the experience 

of parent’s about benefits 

of tele- rehab service 

Question no. 

1, 4, 6, 8 

 

Tele- rehab services new process for 

participants. 

Theme 1. 

Practical therapy 

sessions more 

benefited rather 

than tele- 

rehabilitation 

services. 

Problems in understanding 

Poor knowledge about tele-rehab 

services. 

Can’t follow instructions. 

Feel frustrated  

Take a long time to provide tele- rehab 

service. 

Can’t manage the child at home 

Less benefited for the child  

Only use for provided guideline 

Provide home base activity 

     

 Many of them also included their experience about compares of tele- rehab service 

benefits with practical therapy services. So, overall according to their understanding, 

practical therapy session was more benefits rather than tele- rehab services to improve 

autistic child’s condition. 

Theme 2:  occupational therapy tele- rehabilitation services to play an 

important role for autism children during covid-19.  It is seen that many of the 

participants are describing their engagement of tele- rehab occupational therapy 

service guideline-based activity in their surrounding environment at home for their 

autism children (Table 2). One participant mentioned that, as far as he knows 
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occupational therapy plays an important role for children. Because autism children 

have behavioral, sensory, attention issues. So occupational therapists directly work 

with these issues. In this pandemic situation time, the participants engaged their 

child with home base therapeutic activity to follow tele – rehab occupational therapy 

service guidelines. Participants reported when they are follow this guideline 

properly after they reduced their child’s hyperactivity slightly. A study described 

the participants of this study they have been receiving therapy services from four 

months to over one year. Both participants reported that the percentage of their 

child’s therapy services was 76-100% benefited to receiving tele- rehab 

occupational therapy services. The participants reported, when receiving tele- rehab 

occupational therapy services this time their children followed the therapist’s 

instruction and improve the child’s eye contact slightly (Rebecca. 2019). 

Another participant said that own opinion tele- rehab occupational therapy service 

was perfect service for autism children because all of the children need 

occupational therapy  

Sessions to improve their physical condition‟. This means performing all the activities 

has to be more satisfied by using tele- rehab occupational therapy service. So, 

occupational therapy tele rehab services provided routine base guidelines to manage 

the child’s at home in a pandemic situation. One study identified, the participant’s 

perception was good to take occupational therapy tele- rehab services. Because 

Participants are reported occupational therapy guideline very helpful situation to 

manage their child’s at home environment. And participants are satisfied about this 

service because as well as this service improve the child’s attention and parents was 
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easily manage their children during lock down to follow the regarding tele- rehab 

guideline ( Hisu., 2020). 

 So that, Maximum participants reported said their opinion with positive review about 

importance of tele- rehab occupational therapy service for autism children. They are 

satisfied to take occupational therapy services. 

Table: 2: Code and themes for objective 2  

Objectives Coding                   Themes 

To find out the parent’s 

experience about 

importance of tele- rehab 

occupational therapy 

service. 

Question No. 

2, 3, 7 

Reduce slightly 

hyperactivity 

  Theme 2: occupational therapy       

tele- rehabilitation service to play   

important role for autism child. Child’s are felt 

enjoy 

Follow instruction 

Participants easily 

contact with 

therapist 

Slightly reduce 

behavioral problem 

Provide school base 

activity 

Provide leisure 

activity 

 

Theme 3: Faces lots of barriers to following tele rehabilitation service guidelines at 

home. It is seen that many of the participants are described their barriers to tele- rehab 

services based activity on their surrounding environment (Table 3). If the environment is 

suitable for them then he is well but if the environment is not accessible to him then he 
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can’t be engaged in any home base therapeutic activity thus bringing dissatisfaction in life. 

The physical environment constitutes both a barrier and an enabler when an individual 

performs daily tele rehab service guidelines at home (CAOT, 2002). One participant 

mentioned, „He cannot do all of their household work due to maintenance regarding the 

tele rehab service guideline for their autism children‟. However, increased levels of 

complexity of daily occupations decrease self-rate health and provide a bad effect on our 

personal life for tele- rehab service to maintain daily therapist guidelines at home during 

the lockdown. In one study, the research and they were reported forty-four percent of 

parents reported low satisfaction with their children’s therapy services during the pandemic 

situation. Because the tele rehab services humper their family life and break their child’s 

daily routine life. So, children show hyperactivity behavior when tele rehab service 

provides their service for a long period (Murphy, 2019).This theme means participating 

in daily activities, there are faces some Barriers to maintaining the tele rehab service 

guideline with their children. Many of the participants have explained as followings (Table 

3): 

One participant explained that, ‘‘when they are taking this service this time faces network 

problem so that they are not understood therapist guideline and their children did not 

follow the therapist instruction that’s why sometimes they are feeling pain and worried to 

take the tele rehab service for their children. . One participant added that their family 

member and society did not support to take this service for their children at home during 

a pandemic situation. . They are feeling sad and remain deprived of everything. Similarly, 

one study explained their participants’ perception, in this study most of the participants 

reported, social connections problems and financial problems from others issues by 
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participants can be demotivated to take these services. (Sara & Manci 2020).’’ 

Other participants explained, “During pandemic situations off their all income source so 

tele- rehab service is very costly for their child that’s why they are not continuing the 

service for a long time”. In this study, the researcher identified their study participants 

reported tele- rehab services as very costly and less effective for improving their 

children’s condition, and they are faced lots of barriers most commonly facing network 

and environmental barriers (Olivia, 2019).                                                 

Table 3: Code and themes for objective 3 

Objective 3              Coding Themes 

To find out the 

parent’s experience 

about challenges or 

barrier of tele- rehab 

service. 

Question no. 

6, 8 

 

 

People say many kinds of 

experiences during play tele- rehab 

services. 

Theme 3. Faces lots of 

barriers to following the 

tele rehabilitation service 

guidelines at home. 
New service that’s why faces 

problem to understand 

Internet problem. 

Time-consuming. 

Lack of accessibility. 

Financial problem. Effect on 

personal and psychological life. 

Child’s did not maintain eye 

contact. 

Difficult to seat for a long time. 

Hard to communicate and meet 

with a therapist. 
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Children show hyperactivity and 

disturbed behavior in these 

sessions. 

Lack of proper accessibility 

 

Theme 4: Need more descriptive practical sessions to improve tele rehabilitation 

service for the future.  Two participants explained that Therapists need to described more 

about this service and they should demonstrate more practically for future improvement. 

Because all the processes when used more practically so that participants can understand 

all the activities and processes with easily. Another participant explained,  

 “A practical therapy session is the best way for autistic children but if when want 

to improve tele rehab service for the future after they are obviously maintained be 

maintain to complete the session in between 30 to 35 minutes. Because it was 

difficult for the child to hold their attention for a long time like 1 hour. So that, 

reduce the time period for improving this service in future” 

 In this study, the researcher described some participants who reported their 

recommendations about improving tele rehab service in the future. Participants reported 

tele- rehab service also needs a more practical and experienced therapist to demonstrate 

more clearly for participants to understand clearly (Chantal, 2020).’’ 

 

Theme 5:  Rural area people are more benefited from tele-rehab than urban 

area people. 

Three participants explained the same opinion, tele rehab service may be a good service 

for village people rather than urban people. Because rural people had a phone but they are 
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not aware of this service and they can’t take this service in practical sessions for long-

distance and transport problems, lack of accessibility, environmental barrier, etc. So, the 

therapist needs to improve their service process and create more social groups and generate 

awareness programs to improve rural area people’s knowledge about their child’s condition 

and how to treat the children for better improvement. 

A study has conducted, the researcher reported, maximum people of Bangladesh live in a 

rural area but they are not taking this service for lack of accessibility, transport problem, 

lack of social awareness, poor knowledge about this service, etc. But during lockdown 

when started tele- rehab services this time maximum rural area people are benefited to 

improve their knowledge and take this service to use social media. Because all of the people 

had a mobile phone but they are not able to take this service only for long-distance and 

financial problems, lack of family support, social stigma. So that in this study the researcher 

reported these are the maximum number of research participants identified rural area 

people more benefited to take tele rehab services rather than urban area people (Rehana 

Parvin, 20200) 
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 Table 4: Code and themes for objective 4 

 

 

Objective 4                Coding Themes 

To find out the 

parent’s 

recommendation 

about regarding the 

tele- rehab service 

improvement. 

 

Question no. 1, 8,9 

 

 

 

 

People say their opinion to improve this 

service for future. 

Theme 4: Need more 

descriptive practical 

sessions to improve 

tele-rehabilitation 

service for the future. 

 

 

Theme 5:  

Rural area 

people are 

more benefited 

from tele-rehab 

than urban area 

people. 

 

 

Not show any guideline with 

practically. 

Reduce Internet problems. 

Reduce therapy time. 

Use of good accessibility. 

Need experienced therapist. 

Provided 

Provided awareness program 

Improve communication skills. 

Lack of knowledge in rural area people. 

Rural area people do not take this 

service with practically. 

Poor knowledge about this disease and 

its treatment procedure. 

 

 

 

The result from the participants indicates that, they are low satisfied by the tele rehab 

service as consumers reported lack of accessibility, economic problem as a time 

consuming, as tele rehab services more benefited for rural area people rather than urban 

area . Besides, some patients added shorter waiting time and improvement of the child’s 

condition that they experienced from the service. In accordance to Hill; 1992, high patient 

low satisfaction may include: difficult access to specialists within treatment period, longer 
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waiting times for appointments, No effectiveness, economic destroy, and decrease 

interaction with a specialist, accurate diagnoses, and personalized care (As cited in Acharya 

& Rai, 2014). In this study though 40.3% of the consumers 50 stated that they were no 

benefited by no means with this service but 51.4% consumers were low satisfied by the 

doctor’s advice and 69.4% agreed that the service of telehealth is not good which 

consequently specify low level of satisfaction among the patients received the services. 

During consultation period majority maximum of the participants complained about 

network disturbance. Driessen et al. (2016), in her study considered sufficient network 

capacity to support telemedicine technology that requires high-quality audio and video as 

a non-trivial issue more specifically when the receiving center is located at remote and 

rural areas. Study finding by Acharya & Rai (2014), in India also showed that most of the 

respondents face network speed and clarity problems throughout the session. In this study, 

in addition to network disturbance, computer disturbance and 51 language barriers were 

identified by the respondents in execution and continuance of telehealth services. About 

maximum participants in this study tended to be more comfortable with face to face or 

direct consultation rather than telehealth. In contrary, in most of the studies, respondents 

showed equivalent positive satisfaction scores between telehealth and traditional care 

(Hushe et al, 2012; Mc Cary et al, 2015; Morgan et al, 2008; Whitten & Love, 2005).The 

reasons behind this dissimilarity may include; older version of equipment’s, electricity and 

network disturbance, unfamiliarity with technology and lack of awareness among the rural 

citizens of Bangladesh. The result from this study, Maximum participants reported said 

their experienced with positive review about importance of tele- rehab occupational 

therapy service for autism children. They are satisfied to take occupational therapy services 
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rather than other services. Both participants reported that the percentage of their child’s 

therapy services was 76-100% benefited to receiving tele- rehab occupational therapy 

services. The participants reported, when receiving tele- rehab occupational therapy 

services this time their children followed the therapist’s instruction and improve the child’s 

eye contact slightly (Rebecca. 2019). Although participants perceived certain benefits of 

telehealth but still they had some extent of difficulties to receive the service as well. About 

80% of participant faced transformational and financial problems while coming as they 

had to travel a long distance to reach the center. Based on that problem, some patients 

suggest for increasing the tele- rehab service related awareness program in nearby villages. 

Participants’ opinion highlighted on the provision of practical therapy was more benefited 

in this country and tele rehab services play important role for rural area people to improve 

their knowledge rather than urban area people. Participants are recommended need 

experienced therapist and show more practically for improve this service in future. A study 

has conducted, the researcher reported, maximum people of Bangladesh live in a rural area 

but they are not taking this service for lack of accessibility, transport problem, lack of social 

awareness, poor knowledge about this service, etc. But during lockdown when started tele- 

rehab services this time maximum rural area people are benefited to improve their 

knowledge and take this service to use social media. Because all of the people had a mobile 

phone but they are not able to take this service only for long-distance and financial 

problems, lack of family support, social stigma. So that in this study the researcher reported 

these are the maximum number of research participants identified rural area people more 

benefited to take tele rehab services rather than urban area people and needed experienced 

providers to improve this service in future (Rehana Parvin, 2020). 
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5.1. Conclusions 

Results of this study indicate that, majority telehealth receivers are interested to take 

practical session but need assurance of service betterment in future. The views of the 

participants provide new insights into the factors underlying their low satisfaction and 

offered a range of solutions. Besides, the provider’s requirements need to be addressed to 

flourish the service encounter. Expansion of technology related issues such as network and 

equipment’s were noted as common foundation for astute telehealth practice accordance to 

both the participants and provider’s view. Publicity enhancement, budget improvement, 

awareness spreading out, equipment’s replacement were also some frequent features that 

needs to be met to attain the most desirable destination of this telemedicine service. To sum 

up it can be said that, telehealth service could bring a significant access to quality healthcare 

for underserved communities but would take time to reach its expected position. This 

perception is due to lack of awareness regarding telehealth and lack of information on its 

effectiveness compared to in-person care. Major result has founded the participant reported 

tele rehab service more benefited for rural area people rather than urban area and practical 

therapy session always best way to improve the autism children condition rather than tele 

rehab services. The second group of participants were caregivers who have used tele 

rehabilitation service for their autism children. Maximum responses were negative regarding 

benefits telehealth provided them and their child. Regarding the general acceptance of this 

service model, the participants reflected that it might not be appropriate for all families. 

Future research and advocacy will be important to promote the acceptance of telehealth for 

healthcare facilities, providers, and clients. Education on how to deliver telehealth services, 

CHAPTER V: Conclusion 
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required skills and resources, benefits and effectiveness of telehealth compared to traditional 

methods of intervention, and general awareness of telehealth being an additional option to 

care will be important to promote acceptance of this service model. 

5.2. Study limitation 

 Limitation is a matter that occurs during conducting the study. Every study has 

some limitations and those limitations are not in researcher control.  

 During the time of conducting this study, there were some limitations present. By 

considering these limitations the researcher conducted this study. The limitations 

are given: 

 The major limitation of this study was time because it was limited for this pandemic 

situation. 

 Short Duration of study period.  

 Tele rehab service new things for all the participants 

 Very few participants 

 Less number of samples for a cross sectional study. 

 Self-developed questionnaire. 

 Snow ball sampling. 

 Due to the prevailing COVID-19 pandemic and transport issues, data collection has 

faced some difficulties. Also, is a comparatively new field in Bangladesh, and most 

participants in this study were lack of experience about tele rehab services.  

 The study will examine the overall experiences of participants and open-ended    

questions will be necessary in the interview to understand individual narratives. 

Therefore, information gathered will be limited to qualitative data from the 
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interviews. 

 The researcher faced difficulty to collect the related research articles because it was 

not possible for her to get access to those articles. 

   5.2. Study Strength 

 This study generate new idea about importance of tele rehab services.  

 This study to use promote health profession. 

 The study participants more cooperative with researcher. 

 Findings participant real experience about this services. 

 Participants was feel interesting to join this study. 

  Inclusion and exclusion criteria were clearly stated. 

  Participants requirement are maintained the qualitative research criteria. 

 This study stated practical session is always best way rather than tele rehab services 

and its true information about this study. 

 Information was recorded and transcribe verbtion. 

 The researcher properly achieved their goal in this study. 

 Maintaining proper ethical consideration and confidentiality. 

 Thematic analysis use to analyze the findings. This is appropriate considering the 

research method used for this study. 

 As this study focused on experience of parents of children with autism spectrum 

disorder (ASD) regarding the tele rehabilitation, the use of qualitative methodology 

is study.  

 This study design and theme also related to this study and follow the rules of this 

study. Result are more validity and reliable with participants perception. 
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 RECOMMENDATIONS 

 ➢ Adaptations of new technologies and replacements of equipment’s.  

➢ Ensure high quality network setting.  

➢ Enhance publicity as well as awareness programs. 

 ➢ Necessary steps to be taken to address the special school providers’ requirements. 

 ➢ Increase and intensify telehealth related training for both providers. 

 ➢ This was a quantitative study and cover only few tele rehab services department, thus 

further large scale study is recommended.
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Appendix: B 

 

Self-developed questions: Bangla and English 

 
Demographic Information 

 

Date of data collection: ………………………… 

 
Participant’s name: 

……………………………………………………………………... 

 

Questions 
 

1. How do you feel after receiving tele-rehabilitation service? If yes please 

explain: 

 

2. What are the important aspects of tele-rehabilitation service? 

 

3. What are the benefits of tele-rehabilitation service than the previous service 

process? 

 

4. What type of services you received from tele- rehabilitation service? 

 

5. How many session tele- rehabilitation service session you took for your child? 

 

6. What is the role of occupational therapy in this tele-rehabilitation service 

process? 

 

7. Have you had any problem following the instructions of tele-rehabilitation 

service at home? 

 

8. What step can be taken to improve the use of tele-rehabilitation service in the 

future? 
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প্রশ্নাবলী: 

১। টেলি লিহ্যাব টেবা েম্পর্কে আপনাি  ধািনা টকমন? দয়া করে বিস্তাবেত িলুন।  

২। টেলি-লিহ্যাব োলভের্েি মাধযর্ম আপলন লক লক ধির্েি টেবা গ্রহ্ে কর্ির্েন ? 

টেমন : ১. অকুর্পশনাি  টেিালপ, ২. লিজিওর্েিাপী ৩. স্পীচ এন্ড িযাাংগুর্েি 

টেিালপ   

৩। আপনাি বাচ্চাি িনয টেবল বেহ্যাি  টেিাে গুরুত্বপূর্ ণ বদকগুরলা কী কী? 

৪।  আপনাি বাচ্চাি িনয টেলি লিহ্যাব টেবা টনওোি পি আপলন টকমন টবাধ 

কির্েন? দো কর্ি লবস্তালিত বিুন 

৫। পূি ণিতী অনযানয পবেরেিা প্রক্রিয়াে তুলনায় টেবল বেহ্যাি পবেরেিাে েুবিধাগুবল 

কী কী? 

৬।টেলি লিহ্যাব টেবা প্রজিো আপনাি বাচ্চাি িনয কতেুকু উপকািী বর্ি আপনাি 

মর্ন হ্ে? 

৭। অকুর্পশনাি টেোবপে এই টেবল বেহ্যাি টেবা বকভারি আপনাে েন্তানরক 

উপকৃত করেটে? 

৮।িাব়িরত টেবল বেহ্যাি  টেিাে লনর্দেশনাগুর্িা অনুেের্ কির্ত লির্ে আপনাে 

বাচ্চাি এবাং আপনাি লক টকারনা েমেযা হ্রয়রে? 

৯। ভবিেযরত টেবল বেহ্যাি টেবাপ্রদার্নি  িযিহ্াে  প্রজিো আেও উন্নত কোে জনয 

কী পদরেপ টনওয়া টেরত পার্ি?  

১০।ভবিেযরত টেবল বেহ্যাি টেিাে উন্নবতে জনয টকান ধেরনে খাতরক উন্নত কেরত হ্রি িরল 

আপবন মরন করেন? 
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Appendix C: Information sheet and Consent Form (English) 

 
Information sheet introduction: 

I am Arefa Aktar, B.Sc. in Occupational Therapy student at Bangladesh Health 

Professionals Institute (BHPI), Studying in the 4th year undergraduate curriculum, 

2016-2017 session. 

Have to conduct a thesis as a part of this bachelor course, under thesis supervisor of 

Sk. Moniruzzaman, Associate Professor & Head Occupational Therapy Department. 

The purpose of this study is to explore the experience of parents of children with 

autism spectrum disorder (ASD) regarding the tele rehabilitation services schools of 

autism children during COVID – 19.I invite you to participate in this research, your 

valuable participants will strengthen this research project. All the details of the 

research are given in this letter, if you have any problem discussing the content after 

reading the newsletter or if you need to know more about something, feel free to ask 

questions. 

 
Background and purpose of the study: 

The study will be conducted in the special school settings. The general purpose of 

this study is to explore the experience of parents of children with autism spectrum 

disorder (ASD) regarding the tele rehabilitation services schools of autism children 

during COVID – 19. I am more interested to know about the subject. Your voluntary 

participation and the information you provide will help you to express your values. 

 
Research related information: 

Before you sign the permit, all the information leading to the research project will be 

presented to you in detail through this participating brochure. If you wish to 

participate in this study you will need to sign a consent form, and if you confirm your 

participation you will be provided with a copy of the consent form for your 

preservation. A representative of a team of data collectors formed by the researcher 

will then go to you. Information will be collected through a question paper at any 

given time from any one you ask. Your participation in this research project is 

optional. You do not have to participate if you do not agree. You may withdraw your 

participation at any time without giving any explanation to the researcher, despite your 

consent. 

 
Risk and Benefits: 

There are no external pressures and fees for participating in this study. You will have 

no risk No and you face no physical or mental harm while answering the question.
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Confidentiality: 

Information about you will not be shared to anyone outside of the research team. from 

this research project will be kept private. any information about you will have a number 

on it instead of your name. only the researchers will know what your number is and 

will lock that information up with a lock and key. it will not be shared with or given 

to anyone except Sk. Moniruzzaman, study supervisor. 

 
Where to contact to know about this research? 

If you want to contact about the research project or if you have any questions about the 

research project, it can be asked at any time now or later, in that case you can contact 

the researcher on 01745375232 (Arefa Aktar). This research project has been 

reviewed and approved by Bangladesh Health Professionals Institute, Savar 

Institutional Ethics Council (CRP- BHPI/IRB). 

Information about withdrawal from participation: 

Despite your consent, you may withdraw your participation prior to data analysis. 

However, we encourage you to give reasons. But if you do not want to be informed, 

mention it in the withdrawal letter. 

 

 

Withdrawal from 

Patients Name…………………………………………. 

ID Number………………………………………………… 

Reason of withdraw: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……… 

………………………………………………………………… 

 

 
Participants 

Name: 

Participants 

Signature: 

Date
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Statement by Participants 

I have been invited to participate in research titled “the experience of parents of children with autism 

spectrum disorder (ASD) regarding the tele rehabilitation services schools of autism children during covid 

– 19” 

I have read the foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I have had the opportunity to ask questions 

about it and any questions I have been asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I consent voluntarily 

to be a participant in this study 

 

 
Name of Participant   

 

 

Signature of Participant    Date: 

Statement by the researcher taking consent 

I confirm that the participant was given an opportunity to ask questions about the study, and all 

the questions asked by the participant have been answered correctly and to the best of my ability. 

I confirm that the individual has not been coerced into giving consent, and the consent has been 

given freely and voluntarily. 

 

A copy of this form has been provided to the participant. 

 

 
Name of Researcher taking the consent   

 

 

Signature of Researcher taking the consent   
 

 

Date…………………………………. 
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বাাংলাদেশ হেলথ্ প্রদেশন্স ইনষ্টিষ্টিউি (ষ্টবএইচষ্টিআই) 

অকুদিশনাল হেরাষ্টি ষ্টবভাগ 
ষ্টি আর ষ্টি- চািাইন, িাভার, ঢাকা-১৩৪৩. হিষ্টল: ০২-৭৭৪৫৪৬৪-৫,৭৭৪১৪০৪, েযাক্স: ০২-৭৭৪৫০৬ 

অাংশগ্রেণকারীদের তেয ও িম্মষ্টতিত্র  
 

 

গদবষনার ষ্টবষয়ঃ “ হিষ্টল – ষ্টরোব িষ্টরদিবা িম্পদকে অষ্টিজম ষ্টশশুর ষ্টিতামাতার অষ্টভজ্ঞতা জানা।” 

গদবষকঃ আষ্টরো আকতার, ষ্টব এি ষ্টি ইন অকুদিশনাল হেরাষ্টি, চতুেে বষে, হিশনঃ ২০১৬-১৭, বাাংলাদেশ হেলে প্রদেশন্স 
ইনষ্টিষ্টিউি (ষ্টবএইচষ্টিআই), িাভার, ঢাকা-১৩৪৩  

তত্ত্বাবধায়কঃ এি হক মষ্টনরজ্জামান, এদিাষ্টিদয়ি প্রদেির, অকুদিশনাল হেরাষ্টি ষ্টবভাগ, বাাংলাদেশ হেলে প্রদেশনি 
ইনষ্টিষ্টিউি।  

গদবষনার স্থানঃ বাাংলাদেশ হেলে প্রদেশনি ইনষ্টিষ্টিউি, িক্ষাঘাতগ্রস্তদের িুনবোিন হকন্দ্র (ষ্টিআরষ্টি), িাভার এবাং ষ্টমরিুর, 
ঢাকা, বাাংলাদেশ। 

 

তেযিত্র: 

ভূষ্টমকা: 

আষ্টম আষ্টরো আক্তার, বাাংলাদেশ হেলে প্রদেশনি ইনষ্টিষ্টিউদি, ষ্টব.এি.ষ্টি.ইন অকুদিশনাল হেরাষ্টি ষ্টবভাদগ 

৪েে বদষের ছাত্রী ষ্টেদিদব স্নাতক ষ্টশক্ষাকার্েক্রম (২০১৬-২০১৭) হিশদন অধযয়নরত আষ্টছ। ষ্টবএইচষ্টিআই হেদক অকুদিশনাল 
হেরাষ্টি ষ্টব.এি.ষ্টি ষ্টশক্ষাকার্েক্রমষ্টি িম্পন্ন করার জনয একষ্টি গদবষনা প্রকল্প িষ্টরচালনা করা বাধযতামূলক। এই গদবষণা প্রকল্পষ্টি 
অকুদিশনাল হেরাষ্টি ষ্টবভাদগর এি। হক মষ্টনরুজ্জামান, এদিাষ্টিদয়ি প্রদেির এর তত্ত্বাবধায়দন িম্পন্ন করা েদব। এই 
গদবষনাষ্টির উদেশয েদলা হিষ্টল – ষ্টরোব িষ্টরদিবা িম্পদকে অষ্টিজম ষ্টশশুর ষ্টিতামাতার অষ্টভজ্ঞতা জানা। আষ্টম আিনাদক এই 
গদবষণায় অাংশগ্রেদণর জনয আমন্ত্রণ জানাষ্টি, আিনার মূলযবান অাংশগ্রেণ এই গদবষণা প্রকল্পদক হজারোর করদব। গদবষণার 
িমস্ত ষ্টবস্তাষ্টরত এই তেযিদত্র হেওয়া আদছ, আিনার র্ষ্টে তেযিত্রষ্টি িদে হকান ষ্টবষয়বস্তু বুঝদত িমিযা েয় অেবা র্ষ্টে হকান 
ষ্টকছু িম্পদকে আদরা হবষ্টশ জানার প্রদয়াজন েয়, তদব ষ্টনষ্টবেধায় প্রশ্ন করদত িাদরন।  

গদবষনার হপ্রক্ষািি ও উদেশয: 

এই গদবষনাষ্টি অষ্টিজম ষ্টিতামাতাদের ষ্টনদয় করা েদব। এই গদবষনাষ্টির উদেশয েদলা হিষ্টল – ষ্টরোব িষ্টরদিবা িম্পদকে অষ্টিজম 
ষ্টশশুর ষ্টিতামাতার অষ্টভজ্ঞতা জানা। আষ্টম ষ্টবষয় িম্পদকে জানদত হবষ্টশ আগ্রেী, কারণ বাাংলাদেদশ এই ষ্টবষয় ষ্টনদয় হকান গদবষণা 
েয়ষ্টন। আিনার হেিায় অাংশগ্রেদণর এবাং আিনার হেওয়া তদেযর মাধযদম আিনার জীবনর্াত্রার মান প্রকাশ করদত িুষ্টবধা 
েদব।  
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এই গদবষনা কমেষ্টিদত অাংশগ্রেদনর িাদে িমৃ্পক্ত ষ্টবষয়িমূে ষ্টক হি িম্পদকে জানা র্াক: 

আিনার হেদক অনুমষ্টত িদত্র োক্ষর হনবার আদগ এই অাংশগ্রেণকারী তেযিদত্রর মাধযদম গদবষণা প্রকল্পষ্টির িষ্টরচালনা করার 
তেয িমূে ষ্টবস্তাষ্টরত ভাদব আিনার কাদছ উিস্থািন করা েদব। আিষ্টন র্ষ্টে এই গদবষণায় অাংশগ্রেণ করদত চান েদল িম্মষ্টতিত্র 
আিনাদক োক্ষর করদত েদব, আিষ্টন অাংশগ্রেণ ষ্টনষ্টিত করদল আিনার িাংরক্ষদণর জনয িম্মষ্টতিত্রষ্টির একষ্টি অনুষ্টলষ্টি ষ্টেদয় 
হেওয়া েদব। িরবতেীদত গদবষক কতৃেক গষ্টিত তেয-উিাত্ত িাংগ্রদের একষ্টি েদলর প্রষ্টতষ্টনষ্টধ আিনার কাদছ র্াদব। আিনার 
হেদক হচদয় হনওয়া হর্ হকান একষ্টি ষ্টনষ্টেেি িমদয় একষ্টি প্রশ্ন িদত্রর মাধযদম তেয িাংগ্রে করা েদব। র্ষ্টে আিষ্টন িম্মষ্টত প্রোন 
না কদরন তদব আিনাদক অাংশগ্রেণ করদত েদব না। আিষ্টন িম্মষ্টত প্রোন করা িদত্ত্বও হর্দকাদনা িময় গদবষকদক হকান বযাখ্যা 
প্রোন করা ছাোই ষ্টনদজর অাংশগ্রেণ প্রতযাোর করদত িারদবন। 

অাংশগ্রেদনর িুষ্টবধা ও ঝুুঁষ্টকিমূে: 

এই গদবষণায় অাংশগ্রেদণর জনয হকান বাষ্টেযক চাি এবাং িাষ্টরশ্রষ্টমক হনই। আিনার হকান ঝুুঁষ্টক োকদব 

না এবাং প্রদশ্নর উত্তর হেবার িময় আিষ্টন হকান প্রকার শারীষ্টরক বা মানষ্টিক ক্ষষ্টতর িমু্মখ্ীন 

েদবন না। 

তদেযর হগািনীয়তা : 

এই িম্মষ্টতিদত্র োক্ষর করার মধয ষ্টেদয়, আিষ্টন এই গদবষনা প্রকদল্প জষ্টেত গদবষনা কমেীদক আিনার ববববববববব 
তেয িাংগ্রে ও বযবোর করার অনুমষ্টত ষ্টেদয়দছন। হর্মন- নাম, বয়ি, ষ্টলঙ্গ, বববাষ্টেক আবস্থা, আয়, হমাবাইল নাম্বার ইতযাষ্টে। 
এই গদবষণা প্রকদল্পর জনয িাংগৃেীত হর্দকাদনা তেয, র্া আিনাদক শনাক্ত করদত িারদব তা হগািনীয় োকদব। আিনার িম্পদকে 
িাংগৃেীত তেয িাাংদকষ্টতক ভাদব উদেখ্ করা েদব। শুধুমাত্র িাংষ্টিি গদবষক এবাং িুিারভাইজার িরািষ্টর এই তেযর ষ্টভতদর 
ডুকদত এবাং ষ্টচষ্টিত করদত িক্ষম েদবন।  িাাংদকষ্টতক উিাদয় ষ্টচষ্টিত হডিা িরবতেী হডিা ষ্টবদিষদণর জনয বযবোর করা 
েদব।  তেয িত্র একষ্টি তালারু্ক্ত বন্ধ স্থাদন রাখ্া েদব। তদেযর ইদলকট্রষ্টনক্স িাংস্করণ ষ্টবএইচষ্টিআই-এর অকুদিশনাল হেরাষ্টি 
ষ্টবভাগ এবাং গদবষদকর বযষ্টক্তগত লযািিদি িাংরক্ষণ করা েদব। হর্ হকাদনা প্রকাশনা এবাং উিস্থািনায়, তেয এমনভাদব প্রোন 
করা েদব র্াদত আিনার তেয হগািন োকদব। 

এই গদবষণা িম্পদকে জানদত হকাোয় হর্াগাদর্াগ করদত েদব? 

গদবষণা প্রকল্প ষ্টি ষ্টবষদয় হর্াগাদর্াগ করদত চাইদল অেবা গদবষণা প্রকল্প ষ্টি িম্পদকে হকান প্রশ্ন োকদল এখ্ন অেবা িরবতেীদত 
হর্দকাদনা িমদয় তা ষ্টজজ্ঞািা করা র্াদব, হিদক্ষদত্র আিষ্টন গদবষদকর িাদে উদেষ্টখ্ত নাম্বাদর ০১৬১৫২৮৫১৯৮ (আষ্টরো আক্তার 
) হর্াগাদর্াগ করদত িাদরন। এই গদবষণা প্রকল্প ষ্টি বাাংলাদেশ হেলে প্রদেশনি ইনষ্টিষ্টিউি, িাভাদরর প্রাষ্টতষ্ঠাষ্টনক বনষ্টতকতা 
িষ্টরষে হেদক (ষ্টিআরষ্টি-ষ্টবএইচষ্টিআই/আইআরষ্টব) ির্োদলাষ্টচত ও অনুদমাষ্টেত েদয়দছ।  
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অাংশগ্রেণ হেদক প্রতযাোর িম্পদকে তেয: 

আিনার িম্মষ্টত িদত্ত্ব, আিষ্টন হডিা ষ্টবদিষদণর আদগ আিনার অাংশগ্রেণ প্রতযাোর করদত িাদরন। তদব আমরা আিনাদক 
কারণ জানাদনার জনয উৎিাষ্টেত করষ্টছ। ষ্টকন্তু র্ষ্টে আিষ্টন জানাদত না চান, প্রতযাোর িদত্র এষ্টি উদেখ্ করদবন। 

অাংশগ্রেণকারীর নামঃ 
 
 

তাষ্টরখ্ঃ 

অাংশগ্রেণকারীর িাক্ষরঃ 
 
 

তাষ্টরখ্ঃ 

 

                         অাংশগ্রেণকারীর প্রতযাোরিত্র 

                               (শুধুমাত্র হেিায় প্রতযাোদরর জনয প্রদর্াজয) 

 

অাংশগ্রেণকারীর নাম………………………………………………………………………. 

প্রতযাোর করার কারনঃ 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………… 

 

িূবেবতেী তেয বযবোদরর অনুমষ্টত োকদব ষ্টকনা? 

েযাুঁ অেবা না  

 

অাংশগ্রেণকারীর িাক্ষরঃ 
 
 

তাষ্টরখ্ঃ 
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